
Solutions

CMC PROCESS

  

  

The CMC Process is a patented sterilization process by Process Integrator (M) Sdn Bhd. This
process allows continuous sterilization of the FFB received. Its key benefits includes higher
throughput and smaller area footprint compared to conventional sterilizer bay designs.

  

  

INDEXER SYSTEM

  

  

The indexer system is designed to replace the traditional winch system typically used to move
fruit cages around the sterilizer bay. Its gentle push / pull motion prevents any type of damage
to the cages. The system is easy to operate and maintenance free.

  

  

STERILIZER AUTOMATION
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Solutions

  We specialize in all kinds of sterilizer automation, including horizontal and vertical sterizers. Thesterilizer automation system comes with a mini-SCADA to monitor the sterilizer pressure. Allrecipes can be altered and uploaded from the computer to the PLC.    TIPPER AUTOMATION  
  Our tipper automation allows the SFB to be feeded constantly to the SFB conveyor. Theconstant feeding prevents any blockages due to irregular feeding. The tipping speed can beadjusted using a touchscreen.    SCREW PRESS CONTROL  
  The automatic screw press control is a system designed to control the cone of the screw pressmachine. The position of the cone is automatically adjusted according to the pressing current tomaintain an optimum pressing current.    AUTOMATIC LOADING RAMP  
  The automatic loading ramp automates the discharging of FFB to the FFB conveyor. Automaticfeeding system ensures no blockages occur at the discharge doors. Constant feeding to theFFB conveyor is also achieved.    DIGESTER CONTROL  
  Our digester level control system automates the feeding of the fruit into the digester. A weighsensor is placed to indicate the full level of the digester, prompting the action of shutting theinlet door. The full level is customizable by the user to any desired weight.    BIOMASS DRYING  
  We also design custom biomass drying system for our customers. The design depends greatlyon the requirements and the materials used for drying.  
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